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ABSTRACT 

MANETs consisting of the devices which have digital workings, since devices constantly change 
the location, form disconnected MANETs with the devices for encountering the various issues. 
[19] In this paper we represent the overview of the Ad hoc networks and its issues. Also the various 
attacks due to which each mobile host operates as needed with little or no reliance on periodic 
alliances [1]. The main objective of the paper is to evaluate the proposed AODV for the wireless 
Ad hoc network based on the performance, its issues of the black hole attack, also the comparative 
analysis of the various routing protocols. This paper is divided into following sections introduc-
tions about the networks and its types, section 2 defines the wireless ad hoc networks and issues 
associated with the MANET, the various attacks but the authors mainly focuses on the Warmhole 
attack and the Blackhole attack in section 4 and section 8 . Authors also represented the various 
routing protocols comparative analysis in section 6. Out of the various Protocols available the 
AODV is more famous for the unicast and multicast routing, therefore their focus was to find out 
the major issues associated with the AODV and the section 6 shows the various screen shots of 
how the AODV finds the best suitable path for the delivery of the messages and shows the error 
if any. Section 8 defines the Blackhole attack also explains how this attack effect the performance 
of the AODV   
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

Wireless networking is an emerging technology that allows users to access information and services 

electronically, regardless of their geographic position. Wireless networks can be classified in two 

types. [3]  

 

1.1 Infrastructure Networks 

Infrastructure network consists of a network with fixed and wired gateways. A mobile host com-

municates with a bridge in the network (called base station) within its communication radius. The 

mobile unit can move geographically while it is communicating. [3] When it goes out of range of 

one base station, it connects with new base station and starts communicating through it. This is 

called handoff. In this approach the base stations are fixed. [4] 

 

1.2 Infrastructure-Less (Ad hoc) Networks 

In ad hoc networks all nodes are mobile and can be connected dynamically in an arbitrary manner. 

[6] As the range of each host’s wireless transmission is limited, so to communicate with hosts 

outside its transmission range, a host needs to enlist the aid of its nearby hosts in forwarding packets 

to the destination. So all nodes of these networks behave as routers and take part in discovery and 

maintenance of routes to other nodes in the network.[3] Ad hoc Networks are very useful in emer-

gency search-and rescue operations, meetings or conventions in which persons wish to quickly 

share information, and data acquisition  

 

[2] WIRELESS AD-HOC NETWORKS  

A wireless ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile/semi-mobile nodes with no pre-established 

infrastructure, forming a temporary network. Each of the nodes has a wireless interface and com-

municates with each other over either radio or infrared. Laptop computers and personal digital as-

sistants that communicate directly with each other are some examples of nodes in an ad-hoc net-

work. Nodes in the ad-hoc network are often mobile, but can also consist of stationary nodes, such 

as access points to the Internet. [19] 

Semi mobile nodes can be used to deploy relay points in areas where relay points might be needed 

temporarily. [19] Figure1. Shows a simple ad-hoc network with three nodes. The outermost nodes 

are not within transmitter range of each other. However the middle node can be used to forward 

packets between the outermost nodes. [8] The middle node is acting as a router and the three nodes 

have formed an ad-hoc network. 

                                                 

Figure 1-Ad-hoc Network 

An ad-hoc network uses no centralized administration. This is to be sure that the network won’t 

collapse just because one of the mobile nodes moves out of transmitter range of the others. [7] 

Nodes should be able to enter/leave the network as they wish. Because of the limited transmitter 
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range of the nodes, multiple hops may be needed to reach other nodes. Every node wishing to 

participate in an ad-hoc network must be willing to forward packets for other nodes. Thus every 

node acts both as a host and as a router. A node can be viewed as an abstract entity consisting of a 

router and a set of affiliated mobile hosts. [19] A router is an entity, which, among other things runs 

a routing protocol. A mobile host is simply an IP-addressable host in the traditional sense. Ad-hoc 

networks are also capable of handling topology changes and malfunctions in nodes. It is fixed 

through network reconfiguration. [2]For instance, if a node leaves the network and causes link 

breakages, affected nodes can easily request new routes and the problem will be solved. This will 

slightly increase the delay, but the network will still be operational. Wireless ad-hoc networks take 

advantage of the nature of the wireless communication medium. In other words, in a wired network 

the physical cabling is done a priori restricting the connection topology of the nodes. This restriction 

is not present in the wireless domain and, provided that two nodes are within transmitter range of 

each other, an instantaneous link between them may form. [1] 

Two conventional routing protocols are link state or distance vector. They are well tested and 

most computer communications people are familiar with them. The main problem with link-state 

and distance vector is that they are designed for a static topology, which means that they would 

have problems to converge to a steady state in an ad-hoc network with a very frequently changing 

topology [2]. 

Link state and distance vector would probably work very well in an ad-hoc network with low mo-

bility, i.e. a network where the topology is not changing very often. The problem that still remains 

is that link-state and distance-vector are highly dependent on periodic control messages. As the 

number of network nodes can be large, the potential number of destinations is also large. This 

requires large and frequent exchange of data among the network nodes. This is in contradiction 

with the fact that all updates in a wireless interconnected ad hoc network are transmitted over the 

air and thus are costly in resources such as bandwidth, battery power and CPU. Because both link-

state and distance vector tries to maintain routes to all reachable destinations, it is necessary to 

maintain these routes and this also wastes resources for the same reason as above. [4] 

Another characteristic for conventional protocols are that they assume bi-directional links, e.g. that 

the transmission between two hosts works equally well in both directions. In the wireless radio 

environment this is not always the case. Because many of the proposed ad-hoc routing protocols 

have a traditional routing protocol as underlying algorithm, it is necessary to understand the basic 

operation for conventional protocols like distance vector, link state and source routing 

 

[3] MOBILE AD HOC NETWORK (MANET) 

 is also known as a mobile mesh network. It is an autonomous system of mobile nodes connected 

by wireless links. Each node operates not only as an end-system, but also as a router to forward 

packets. The nodes are free to move about and organize themselves into a network. Each must 

forward traffic unrelated to its own use, and therefore be a router. [8] The path between each pair 

of the users may have multiple links. This allows an association of various links to be a part of the 

same network. The primary challenge in building a MANET is equipping each device to continu-

ously maintain the information required to properly route traffic.[1][8] 
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Table 1 Issues Associated with MANET [6] [8] 

Mobile ad hoc networks does not require any fixed infrastructure such as base stations, therefore, 

it is an attractive networking option for connecting mobile devices quickly and spontaneously [1]. 

This is a peer-to-peer mode of operation that can greatly extend the distance of the wireless net-

work. To gain access to the Internet, one of the computers can be connected via wire or wireless to 

an ISP. 

3.1. ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH MANET [8] 

A large number of Issues are associated with MANET. Some of these are as follows: 

1. Medium access scheme 

2. Routing 

3. Multicasting 

4. Transport layer protocol 

5. Quality of service provisioning 

6. Security 

7. Energy management 

3.2 SECURITY ISSUES IN MANET 

Below is the table which represents the security issues associated with the MANET, table 3 ex-

plains the various attacks on the MANET at different layers of the OSI layer architecture.  

Layer Attacks 

Application layer Repudiation, data corruption 

Transport layer Session hijacking, SYN flooding 

Network layer Wormhole, black hole, Byzantine, flooding, resource                                             

consumption, location disclosure attacks 

Data link layer Traffic analysis, monitoring, disruption MAC (802.11),WEP weakness 

Physical layer Jam  ming, interceptions, eavesdropping 

 

Multi-layer attacks  DOS, impersonation, replay, man-in-the-middle 

Cryptography primitive 

Attacks 

 

Examples 

Pseudorandom number attack Nonce, timestamp, initialization vector (IV) 

Digital signature attack RSA signature, ElGamal signature, 

digital signature standard (DSS) 

Hash collision Attack SHA-0, MD4, MD5, HAVAL-128, RIPEMD 

Security handshake attacks Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol,Needham-Schroeder 

protocol 
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Table 2-Cryptography of the Primitive Attack  

3.2.1. Attacks on MANET  

The below table 2 explains all the attacks at different layers which takes place in the mobile ad hoc 

networks. 
 

 

Table 3: Attacks on MANET 

[4] WORMHOLE ATTACK: 

In a wormhole attack, a malicious node uses a path outside the network to route messages to another 

compromised node at some other location in the net. Wormholes are hard to detect because the path 

that is used to pass on information is usually not part of the actual network. This behaviour could 

already damage the operation, since wormholes fake a route that is shorter than the according one 

within the network. This can confuse routing mechanisms which rely on the knowledge about dis-

tance between nodes. In this attack, a pair of colluding attackers record packets at one location and 

replay them at another location using a private high speed network. In the [12] figure 2, we assume 

that nodes A1 and A2 are two colluding attackers and that node S is the target to be attacked. During 

the attack, when source node S broadcasts an RREQ to find a route to a destination node D, its 

neighbours C and E forward the RREQ as usual. However, node A1, which received the RREQ, 

forwarded by node C, records and tunnels the RREQ to its colluding partner A2. Then, node A2 

rebroadcasts this RREQ to its neighbour H. Since this RREQ passed through a high-speed channel, 

this RREQ will reach node D first. Therefore, node D will choose route D-H-C-S to unicast an 

RREP to the source node S and ignore the same RREQ that arrived later. As a result, S will select 

route S-C-H-D that indeed passed through A1 and A2 to send its data. 

 

Layer Attacks 

Application layer Repudiation, data corruption 

Transport layer Session hijacking, SYN flooding 

Network layer Wormhole, black hole, Byzantine, flooding, 

resource consumption, location disclosure attacks 

Data link layer Traffic analysis, monitoring, disruption MAC (802.11), 

WEP weakness 

Physical layer Jamming, interceptions, eavesdropping 

Multi-layer attacks  DOS, impersonation, replay, man-in-the-middle 
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Figure 2: Warmhole Attack 

RREQ 

RREQ through wormhole 

RREP Wireless Link 

Warmhole link 

[5] MANET ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

An ad hoc routing protocol is a convention, or standard, that controls how nodes decide which 

way to route packets between computing devices in a mobile ad-hoc network [1]. 

In ad hoc networks, nodes do not start out familiar with the topology of their networks; instead, 

they have to discover it. The basic idea is that a new node may announce its presence and should 

listen for announcements broadcast by its neighbors. Each node learns about nodes nearby and how 

to reach them, and may announce that it, too, can reach them. In a wider sense, ad-hoc protocol can 

also be used literally, that is, to mean an improvised and often impromptu protocol established for 

a specific purpose. [8] 

 

5.1. Types of Routing Protocol [7] 

1. PRO-ACTIVE ROUTING 

2. REACTIVE (ON-DEMAND) ROUTING 

3. FLOW-ORIENTED ROUTING 

4. ADAPTIVE (SITUATION-AWARE) ROUTING 

5. HYBRID (BOTH PRO-ACTIVE AND REACTIVE) ROUTING 

6. HIERARCHICAL ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

7. MULTICAST ROUTING 

 

E F G B 

D 

H A2 A1 C 

S 

I 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_(information_technology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_ad-hoc_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protocol_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Reactive_.28on-demand.29_routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Flow-oriented_routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Adaptive_.28situation-aware.29_routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Hybrid_.28both_pro-active_and_reactive.29_routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Hierarchical_routing_protocols
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ad-hoc_routing_protocols#Multicast_routing
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Figure 3: Example of MANET 

                          

5.2 Characteristics of MANET [1] [9] 

The mobile ad hoc networks have several salient characteristics, such as:- 

a. Operating without a central coordinator  

b. Dynamic topologies 

c. Bandwidth-constrained  

d. Can be set up anywhere. 

e. Limited physical Security. 

f. Communication via wireless means.  

g. Nodes can perform the roles of both hosts and routers. 

 

[6] AODV: AD HOC ON-DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR (AODV)  

Routing is a routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and other wireless ad-hoc 

networks. It is jointly developed in Nokia Research Centre, University of California, Santa Bar-

bara and University of Cincinnati by C. Perkins, E. Belding-Royer and S. Das. AODV is capable 

of both unicast and multicast routing. It is a reactive routing protocol, meaning that it establishes a 

route to a destination only on demand. In contrast, the most common routing protocols of the In-

ternet are proactive, meaning they find routing paths independently of the usage of the paths. 

AODV is, as the name indicates, a distance-vector routing protocol. AODV avoids the counting-

to-infinity problem of other distance-vector protocols by using sequence numbers on route updates, 

a technique pioneered by DSDV. 

 

 

     

Figure 4: AODV protocol [11] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_ad_hoc_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_ad-hoc_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_ad-hoc_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_Santa_Barbara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_Santa_Barbara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Cincinnati
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance-vector_routing_protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DSDV
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The main advantage of this protocol is that routes are established on demand and destination se-

quence numbers are used to find the latest route to the destination. The connection setup delay is 

lower. One of the disadvantages of this protocol is that intermediate nodes can lead to inconsistent 

routes if the source sequence number is very old and the intermediate nodes have a higher but not 

the latest destination sequence number, thereby having stale entries. [11] Also multiple Route Reply 

packets in response to a single Route Request packet can lead to heavy control overhead. Another 

disadvantage of AODV is that the periodic beaconing leads to unnecessary bandwidth consump-

tion. 

6.1. Comparison of Different Routing Protocols of MANET [12][18] 

 

 DSDV AODV DSR ZRP TORA/IMEP CBRP 

Loop-Free Yes Yes Yes Yes No, short lived loops Yes 

Multiple Routes No No Yes No Yes  Yes 

Distributive Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Reactive No Yes Yes Partially Yes Yes 

Unidirectional Support No No Yes No No Yes 

QoS Support No No No No No No 

Multicast No Yes No No No No 

Security No No No No No No 

Power Conservation No No No No No No 

Periodic  Broadcasts Yes Yes No Yes Yes  Yes 

Required reliable or se-

quenced data 

No No No No Yes No 

 

Table 4: Comparisons of Routing Protocols [12] [18] 

 

AODV is a method of routing messages between mobile computers. It allows these mobile com-

puters, or nodes, to pass messages through their neighbours to nodes with which they cannot di-

rectly communicate. AODV does this by discovering the routes along which messages can be 

passed. [6] AODV makes sure these routes do not contain loops and tries to find the shortest route 

possible. AODV is also able to handle changes in routes and can create new routes if there is an 

error. 
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Figure 5: Route discovery of AODV  

Source: http://community.roxen.com/developers/idocs/ AODV Document  

The circles illustrate the range of communication for each node. Because of the limited range, each 

node can only communicate with the nodes next to it. [12]Nodes you can communicate with directly 

are considered to be Neighbours. A node keeps track of its Neighbours by listening for a HELLO 

message that each node broadcast at set intervals. When one node needs to send a message to an-

other node that is not its Neighbour it broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message. The RREQ 

message contains several key bits of information: the source, the destination, the lifespan of the 

message and a Sequence Number which serves as a unique ID. In the example, Node 1 wishes to 

send a message to Node 3. Node 1’s Neighbours are Nodes 2 + 4. Since Node 1 cannot directly 

communicate with Node 3, Node 1 sends out a RREQ. The RREQ is heard by Node 4 and Node 2. 
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Figure 6 : Route discovery by RREP 

   Source: http://community.roxen.com/developers/idocs/ AODV Document 

 

Figure 7: Sequence no in AODV 
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   Source: http://community.roxen.com/developers/idocs/ AODV Document 

The Route Error Message (RERR) allows AODV to adjust routes when Nodes move around. When-

ever a Node receives RERR it looks at the Routing Table and removes all the routes that contain 

the bad Nodes. The diagram illustrates the three circumstances under which a Node would broad-

cast a RERR to its neighbours. [8] 

 

Figure 8 : RERR in AODV 

Source: http://community.roxen.com/developers/idocs/ AODV Document 
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[7] BLACKHOLE ATTACK 

It is a kind of denial of service where a 

malicious node can attract all packets by 

falsely claiming a fresh route to the des-

tination and then absorb them without 

forwarding them to the destination. Co-

operative Black hole means the mali-

cious nodes act in a group. When the 

source node wishes to transmit a data 

packet to the destination, it first sends 

out the RREQ packet to the neighbour-

ing nodes. The malicious nodes being 

part of the network, also receive the 

RREQ. Since the Black hole nodes have 

the characteristic of responding first to 

any RREQ, it immediately sends out the RREP. The RREP from the Black hole reaches the source 

node, well ahead of the other RREPs. Now on receiving the RREP from the Black hole node, the 

source starts transmitting the data packets. On the receipt of data packets, the Black hole node 

simply drops them, instead of forwarding to the destination. 

 

7.1 Overview of Route Discovery Process [3] 

In a reactive routing protocol, control packets, namely Route Request messages, are broadcast by 

the source node in order to find the optimal route to the destination node. The destination sequence 

number is an important attribute in Route Request that determines the freshness of a particular route. 

Upon receiving the Route Request packet, a node either: 

1. Replies to the source node with a Route Reply packet, if it is the destination node or an inter-

mediate node with ‘fresh enough’ route information to the destination 

2. Forwards the Route Request packet to its neighbours if it is neither of the above-mentioned 

nodes. 

An intermediate node is deemed to have a fresh enough route to the destination if the destination se-

quence number in its routing table entry is greater than or equal to the destination sequence number of 

the Route Request. Once the source node receives the 

Route Reply, it establishes a route to the destination. 

The Route Reply message normally has the incremental 

value of the Route Request’s destination sequence 

number, normally by one [2]. Fig. 9 briefly illustrates 

this process. 

In this figure 10, node Src generates a Route Request 

message and broadcasts it to its neighbours; A, C, and 

D. The Route Request contains the last known destina-

tion sequence number (i.e. Dst sequence number). If 

any of the neighbouring nodes has a fresh enough route 

to Dst, it will send a Route Reply message to Src. On 

the contrary, in case where it does not have a fresh 

A 

B 

E M 

F D 

RREQ 

RREP 

Data 

   M - Malicious 

Figure 9 Blackhole attack 

src

cc

B A 

dst C 

D 

RREQ 

RREP 

Figure 10: Route discovery Process [10] [3] 
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enough route to Dst, it will forward the Route Request packet, and this activity is repeated until the 

packet reaches Dst. When Dst receives the Route Request packet, it sends a Route Reply packet to 

Src. When node Src receives the Route Reply, a route is established. In case where Src receives 

multiple Route Reply messages, it will select a Route Reply message with the largest destination 

sequence number value.  

The route discovery process as described earlier is susceptible to a black hole attack. The attacker 

forges its destination sequence number, thus pretending to have the fresh enough route information 

to the destination. More precisely, upon receiving the broadcasted Route Request message, the at-

tacker creates a reply message (Route Reply) with a spoofed destination sequence number; a rela-

tively high destination sequence number in order to be favoured against others. Once the source 

node receives the reply from the attacker, it routes the data traffic through the attacker. Upon re-

ceiving the data packets, the attacker normally drops them and creates a ‘black hole’, as the attack 

name implies. Alternatively, this attack can be used as the first step in the man-in-middle attack, 

where the malicious node may monitor, delay, delete or manipulate the data packets.\ 

 

[8] CONCLUSION 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks have the ability to setup networks on the fly in a harsh environment 

where it may not possible to deploy a traditional network infrastructure. Whether ad hoc networks 

have vast potential, still there are many challenges left to overcome. Security is an important feature 

for deployment of MANET. In this thesis, we have analysed performance of black hole attack in 

two different situation by considering AODV routing Protocol. Hence after analysis of both the 

scenarios we can confidently state that the BLACKHOLE ATTACK significantly hampers the per-

formance of the AODV. We also studied the prevention algorithm that is WATCHDOG which can 

prevent the malicious node and can make AODV throughput better in these kinds of situations. 

 

[9] FUTURE WORK 

We simulated the Black Hole Attack in the Ad-hoc Networks and investigated its affects. In our 

study, we used the AODV routing protocol. But the other routing protocols could be simulated as 

well. All routing protocols are expected to present different results. Therefore, the best routing 

protocol for minimizing the Black Hole Attack may be determined. Our solution finds the path in 

the AODV level. Finding the black hole attack with connection oriented protocols could be another 

work as a future study. In our thesis, we simulate Black hole Attack in different scenarios and 

compare their effects which depend on location of malicious nodes. In future we can simulate it 

with different prevention algorithm like Watchdog and study its effect that how performance in-

creases. 
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